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(Atiat. ttesearch, Vol. XIV, p. 441), < Ptolemy has
delineated tolerably well the two branches of the river of Av&
and the relative situation of two towns upon tbem, which
still retain their ancient, name, only they are transposed.
These two towns are Urathena, and Nardos or Nardon •
Urathena is Rh£dana, the ancient name of Amarapur,
and  Nsftdon is   Nartenh on the  Kayn-dween	*    He
says that' Nartenh was situated in the country of Rhanda-
markota, literally, the Fort of Randamar, after which
the whole country was designated.' All the exegetists
appear to me to have gone wrong ; "Wilford, however,
had a glimpse of one part of the solution. The Sanskrit
name of nard is nalada ; a metathesis, always easy in
the case of r in Sanskrit, has given rise to Ian (a) da and
then randa. It may be as well noted that the aspirate which
accompanies the initial r of rhando* or rhado* is a purely
Greek feature, and does not imply any aspiration in the
original word. As to the alternation of I and r in the
name of nard we haye a sure trace in the gana kixaradi
on Paaini, IV, 4, 53 ; the grammarian prescribes that
for designating the merchants of certain perfumes one
must have a derivation in ika from the name of the
perfume, The ganapatha gives immediately after Ki&ara
the words narada and nalada; Bohtlingk, P.WS, under
narada, does not hesitate to recognise in it the name of
nard, I find that Candragomin in the corresponding
gana (ad III, 4, 55) has omitted narada and retained
only nalada. Thus the annotation which accompanies
the name of the locality in Ptolemy is occasioned by the
name itself, which it explains. I do not know how one
should restore the final syllables. The nalada in botanica
nomenclature is Nardostachys Jatamansi or Nardus
Indieus ; Khory and Katrak (Materia^ II, 844) indicate

